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ABSTRACT 
The author investigates the periodicity of path polynomials Pk(A) evaluated at the 
adjacency matrices of connected graphs. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let M be an n × n square matrix. We denote the ith row of M by 
(M)~., the jth column of M by (M).j, and the entry located in ith row and 
j th column of M by (M) i j, 1 ~< i, j ~< n. The determinant deft)tI - M) is 
called the characteristic poiynomial of M; in general it is a polynomial in a of 
order n. 
Let G = G(V, E) be a graph with vertex set V and edge set E. The 
adjacency matrix of G, denoted by A(G), is defined to be a square matrix of 
order IV I, in which (A(G)) i j equals the number of edges between the ith 
and the jth vertex of G. In t~is paper, we only consider graphs with no loops 
or multiple edges. 
The path polynomial Pk(A) is investigated in many papers, for example 
[1-5]. For any positive integer k, we denote by Pk(a) the characteristic 
polynomial of the adjacency matrix of the path on k vertices (of length 
k - 1),  
Pk(a) = det(AI - Pk), k = 1,2,3 . . . . .  
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where Pk is a symmetric square (0, 1) matrix of order k and (Pk)~.j = I if and 
only if li - j l  = 1, 1 ~< i, j ~< k. Define P0(A) = 1. 
Let A be an n × n square matrix. We also make the convention that 
Po(A) = I. The matrices Pk(A), k = 0, 1, 2 . . . . .  are called path polynomials 
of the matrix A; similarly, Pk(A(G)) are path polynomials of the graph G. 
For short, we denote Pk(A(G)) by Pk(G). 
The following lemma is given by Bapat and Lal (see Lemma 2.4 in [3]). 
LEMMA. For any integer k, and 1 <~ l <~ k, and for any square matrices 
A and B, 
Pk( A) = PI( A)Pk_I( A) -- Pl_l( A)Pk_l_l(  A).  (1) 
In particular, Po( A) = I and PI( A) = A, and we have 
Pk( A) = APk_I( A ) - Pk_z( A),  k >I 2, (2) 
Let G be a graph. The determinant det[AI - A(G)] is called the charac- 
teristic polynomial of G. Since A( G ) is a real symmetric matrix, its eigenval- 
ues (the roots of this polynomial) must be real, and may be ordered 
A 1 t> A 2 >/ ... >i An; these eigenvalues are called the eigenvalues ofG. I fG  is 
a connected graph with at least two vertices, then -A  1 <~ A~ <~ A l, A 1 > O, 
1 <~ i <~ n (see Theorem 4.1 in [8]). The largest eigenvalue A1 is often called 
the spectral radius of the graph G. 
Let ,~ 1be the set of connected graphs with spectral radius h 1 < 2, and,,~F~ 
the set of connected graphs with A 1 = 2. It is known (see Theorem 4.7 in [8]) 
that G ~q~l iff it is one of the graphs in Figure 1, and G ~"~2 iff it is one of 
graphs in Figure 2. 
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FIG. 1. Connected graphs with spectral radius A 1 < 2. 
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FIG. 2. Connected graphs with spectral radius A l = 2. 
The main purpose of this paper is to investigate the periodicity of path 
polynomials Pk(G) of a connected graph G. 
2. RECURSIVE PER IOD 
THEOREM 1. Let A be an n × n square matrix. I f  there exists an integer 
r, r >1 1, such that Pr( A) = O, then 
(a) Pt(r+ D_ l( A) = 0, t = 1,2,3 . . . . .  
(b) Pr+s(A) = -Pr_s(A), 0 <<. s <<. r, and 
(c) P2t(r+l)+s(A) = P~(A), t = 0, 1,2 . . . . .  0 ~< s ~< 2r  + 1. 
Proof. We will prove claim (a) by induction on t. It is that Pr(A) = 0 
when t --- 1. I f  t = 2, then by the formula (1) of the Lemma, 
e2(r+ 1)- l (A )  ~-  er(A)  er+ 1(A) - Pr- l (A )  Pr (A)  = 0. 
When t > 2, we have, by the hypothesis of induction and the formula (1) of 
the Lemma, that 
e(t + ,)(r+ 1)- 1(A) = er+ 1(A) Pt(r+ 1)- 1(A) -- er( A )  Pt(r+ 1)- 2(A) 
= o. (3 )  
Claim (a) is proved. In particular Pz(r+ 1)-1(A) = P2r+ 1 (A) = 0. 
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We will prove claim (b) in induction on s. It is obvious if s = 0. When 
s = 1, we have, by the formula (2) of the Lemma, that 
er+,( A) = APt(A) - Pr-l( A) = -er_l( a).  
When s >1 2, by the hypothesis of induction and the formula (2), 
Pr+,( A) = AP~+,_,( A) - Pr+s_2( A) 
---- --[ APr_(s_l) ( A) -Pr-(s-g)(A)] 
= 
So claim Oa) is proved. In particular, P2r_I(A)= -A  and P2~(A)= - I ,  
and 
P2r-2( A) = Ae2r+,( a) - P2~( A) 
~'I. 
[Note that P2r+I(A) = 0.] 
It is sufficient o prove 
= e , (a ) ,  i = 0 ,1 ,2  . . . . .  
for claim (c). In fact, when i = 0, we have that ~P2r+2(A) = P2(r+l)+0(A) = 
I = P0(A)" If i >~ 1, then 
P2(r+l)+i+l( A) = Pi+I( A) IJ2(r+l)( A) - Pi( A)P2(r+l)-l( A) 
= P~+,(A) I  - P~(A)O 
--= P/+ i(A). 
The equation (4) is proved by induction on i, so claim (c) is true. 
Theorem 1 is proved. 
It is known [3] that Pn(E6) = 0, P17(ET) --- 0, P29(Es) -- 0, P2n_3(Bn, 2) 
= 0 (note that the graph nn, 2 in this paper is the broom B,_ 2, ~ in [3]; as 
usual, we denote by n the number of vertices of a graph), and P,(P,) = 0 
(this may also be derived from Cayley's theorem). By Theorem 1, we have the 
corollary 
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COROLtaRY 1. Let G ~ ~ be a connected graph with spectral radius 
)t 1 < 2. Then its path polynomials Pk( G) are periodic, and the periods of the 
graphs E6, E 7, E8, B,,2, and P, are, respectively, 24, 36, 60, 4(n - 1), and 
2(n + 1). 
THEOREM 2. Let A be an n × n square matrix. If  there exists an integer 
m, m >~ 2, ~ruch that 
v,,,{ A) = [e"_2(a)  + Z] + 1, 
Pm+I(A) = P"_ I (A )  +A,  
(,) 
1 then, for any integer t = 0, 1, 2 . . . . .  and s, 0 <~ s < ~m, 
Pt"+2s(A)  = t[Pm_2( a ) + I] + P2,( A), 
Ptm+2,+l( A) = tPm_l( A ) + P.z,+I( A). 
(5) 
Note that the condition 
P"(A) = [Pm_2(A)  + I]  + I, 
P.,- l (A )  = P.,_a(A) + A 
(m>~a)  ( ** )  
is equivalent to the condition (*); in fact, by the formula (2) of the Lemma, 
then 
Proof. 
P.,+zk( A) = (Pm_z(A)  + I) + P2k( A), 
P"+ 2k+ 1(A) = P,,,_ 1(A) + Pzk + 1(A) 
e"+ 1( A) = At',.(a) - P"_ 1(A) 
= A{[Pm_2(A) + I] + I} - [ AP"_,2(A ) - P "_a(A) ]  
= e"_3(a)  +A+A.  
It is sufficient to prove the following by induction on k: 
(k=0,1 ,2  . . . .  ). (6) 
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P,,,+2{k+l)(A) = 
and 
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equation (6) is the condition (*), and we have 
APm+zk+l ( A)  - Pm+zk( A)  
A[em_l (  a ) + eZk+l( a)]  -- [Vm_2( a ) + I] - &k(a)  
APm_I( A ) - Pm_2( A)  - I + AP2k+I( A ) - P21,( a )  
P~( A)  - I + P2k+~( A)  
[e,. + i] + 
Pm+~{k+l)+ 1(A) = Pm+~k+a(A) 
= APr~+2k+2(A) - Pm+2k+l(A) 
= a[em_=(a)  + I + 
- [ Pro- 1(A)  + Pzk + 1( A)] 
= A[Pm(A ) - I + P2k+z(A)] -- Pm_l(a) - P2k+I(A) 
= APm(A ) - Pm_l (A)  -- A + AP2k+2(A ) - P2k+I(A) 
= Pm+I(A) - A + P2}+a(A) 
= Pm- 1(A) + V2t k + 1> 1(A) .  
So the equation (6) is proved. The proof of Theorem 2 is complete. • 
For any graph G, if there is a positive integer m such that the condition 
(*) [or, equivalently, the condition ( * * )] is satisfied, then the least integer m 
is called the path-recursive p riod of the graph G, denoted by PRP(G) = m. 
If Pr(G) = 0, then it is easy to check that PRP(G) = 2(r + 1) is the 
period as given by Corollary 1. 
The following results can be easily checked: PRP(/~ 6) = 12, PRP(/~ 7) = 
24, PRP(E s) = 60. It is immediate that PRP(E34) = 4. In [4, 5], it is shown 
that PRP(C,) = n and PRP(/5 n) = 2(n - 3) when n odd, and PRP(/9 N) = 
4(n - 3) when n even. Also, if G ~ ~ is a connected graph with spectral 
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radius A 1 = 2, then there exists the path-recursive period PRP(G). Inciden- 
tally, we have proved, independently of Bapat and Lai [7], that [6] all of the 
connected graphs with spectral radius A 1 ~> 2 are path-positive. 
3. CONCLUSION 
As a conclusion, we present he following 
CONJECTURE A. There is a path-recursive period for any tree; further, 
for any connected graph. 
PROBLEM B. How to calculate the path-recursive period of a connected 
graph? What is its mean in combinatorial theory? 
We checked, using a computer, Conjecture A for some trees, and find 
that the path-recursive period of a tree is 0 rood 4, except for the path Pn 
itself. 
The author is very grateful to the referees for their guidance. This 
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